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Absrract 

Vogler, W., Bisimulation and action refinement, Theoretical Computer Science 114 (1993) 173-200. 

For event structures with silent moves, we consider several types of bisimulation that incorporate 

“true” concurrency to a varying degree, and show how each can be lifted in a uniform way to 

a congruence with respect to action refinement. We prove that we have constructed the coarsest 

congruences that respect interleaving, pomset and history-preserving bisimulation. 

1. Introduction 

On some level of abstraction, concurrent systems can be modelled by considering 

the actions they can perform; here an action is just a conceptual entity, an uninter- 

preted name. When comparing concurrent systems on this abstraction level, the 

simplest way is to consider the sequences of actions the systems can perform.On the 

one hand, this is an interleaving approach: a system that can perform some actions 

concurrently is the same as a system that can perform these actions sequentially in any 

order. We can refine this approach by describing system runs not by sequences but by 

partial orders of actions; see e.g. [6, 20, 23, 291. On the other hand, it is a linear-time 

approach: It is ignored at which stages of a run which choices are made. A full account 

of the branching structure is given by the widely studied (interleaving) bisimulation 

approach [25,28]. Both these improvements can be combined, if we take e.g. pomset 

bisimulation [7]. 

If we adapt the well-known top-down style of system design to the action-oriented 

approach, a design step changes the level of abstraction by replacing an action by 

a system of subactions. In the last few years, this operation of action refinement has 

attracted much attention; see [2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 13-16, 26, 311. 
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Naturally, one would like a semantics to induce a congruence with respect to all 

operations of interest. With respect to action refinement, it turns out that this is not 

the case for interleaving-based semantics, both on the linear-time and on the branch- 

ing-time level. In [S, 23, 291 it is suggested that partial-order semantics will be helpful 

here. And, indeed, linear-time partial-order semantics can be shown to induce a con- 

gruence: this is shown for a simple process algebra in [26], for event structures 

without silent moves in [15] and more generally for Petri nets in [31]. (Here and 

throughout this paper, “congruence” means “congruence with respect to action 

refinement”.) 

For the branching-time level, things are more complicated. Somewhat surprisingly, 

pomset bisimilarity is not a congruence. The interplay of partial orders and branching 

is modelled in greater detail by a history-preserving bisimulation, introduced in [30] 

under the name behaviour structure bisimulation and also defined in [lo]. In [IS] it is 

shown that history-preserving bisimilarity is a congruence w.r.t. refinement for event 

structures without silent moves, and in [S] more generally for Petri nets under some 

restrictions, also involving silent moves. These restrictions are necessary, since for 

systems with silent moves this result does not hold; compare also [13]. 

While we have these complications when combining bisimulation and partial-order 

semantics, we also have the following result of [14] for event structures without silent 

moves: ST-bisimilarity, which is not explicitly based on partial orders, is a congruence 

for refinement. The basic idea of ST-bisimulation is the following: if actions are not 

atomic, then a system state is determined by the actions that have taken place and by 

the actions that have started, but not finished yet. If a bisimulation relates such states, 

then it has to relate these ongoing actions explicitly. 

This is the starting point for our considerations: we use event structures (more 

precisely, labelled prime event structures with binary conflicts [27]) with silent moves 

as system model, and we refine actions by conflict-free subsystems. This sort of 

refinement is natural for our model; for other models like Petri nets more general 

refinements are natural. In general, results for these more general models are essential- 

ly the same as those for event structures, but the proofs for these results are much 

more complicated in the general models, which, to some degree, obscures the results. 

A comparison of refinement techniques for event structures, flow event structures and 

Petri nets can be found in [16]. 

We show that various types of bisimilarity can be refined in quite a uniform way to 

the corresponding ST-bisimilarities, which are congruences for refinement. Thus, our 

achievements are the following: 

~ We generalize the main result of [14], that interleaving ST-bisimilarity is a congru- 

ence forrefinement, to event structures with silent moves. 
_ We show that history-preserving ST-bisimilarity, which is a rather small variation 

of history-preserving bisimilarity, is a congruence for event structures with silent 

moves. We also prove that history-preserving ST-bisimilarity coincides with 

maximality-preserving bisimulation, which has independently been developed 

in [ll]. 
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- We answer a question raised in [15]: history-preserving bisimilarity is not the 

coarsest congruence (for event structures without silent moves) respecting pomset 

bisimilarity, since pomset ST-bisimilarity is a coarser congruence. 

- We consider partial-word bisimulation: both pomsets [29] and partial words 1201 

are labelled partial orders. The former is associated with causality, i.e. necessary 

precedences, while the latter is connected with the idea that concurrency is more 

than, but includes, interleaving. (As pointed out by one of the referees, partial-word 

bisimulation has been studied in an unpublished manuscript by Abramsky Cl].) 

Also this bisimilarity can be lifted to a congruence. 

- Finally, we demonstrate that the ST-versions are not arbitrary congruences, at least 

in three of our four cases. We can show that the ST-idea is, in the following sense, 

just right for dealing with action refinement: for image-finite event structures, 

interleaving/pomset/history-preserving ST-bisimilarity is the coarsest congruence 

that respects interleaving/pomset/history-preserving bisimilarity. 

In Section 2, we introduce event structures and their refinement. In Section 3, the 

basic types of bisimulation are defined and compared with each other. We also give 

alternative definitions in a slightly unusual format; this format allows, on the one 

hand, a uniform treatment of these bisimulations and, on the other hand, it is closer to 

the ST-variants that are introduced in Section 4. This section also contains the 

congruence results, a comparison of all the bisimilarities we have considered, and an 

alternative formulation for interleaving and history-preserving ST-bisimilarity, 

which shows that the latter coincides with Deviller’s maximality-preserving bisimilar- 

ity. Section 5 gives our coarsest-congruence results, and we conclude with a 

discussion. 

An extended abstract of this paper has appeared as [33]. 

2. Event structures and refinement 

Let C be an infinite set, the alphabet of actions. We regard these actions as 

observable, and use the empty sequence h, which is not in C, to denote an internal 

action. 

An event structure B =(E, <, #, I) consists of a set of E of events, a partial order 

< on E, an irreflexive, symmetric relation # on E, and the labelliny function 

1: E -+ Cufh}. An event e is an occurrence of the action l(e), where e is cisible if l(e)EC, 
and a silent move if l(e)= h. The partial order < is the causality relation, i.e. if e’<e 

then e’ is a necessary precondition for e to happen. We require that an event structure 

satisfies the principle offinite cause, i.e. for all eEE the set (e’EE ( e’<e) is finite. The 

reason for this is that we assume that only finitely many events can occur in a finite 

amount of time and, therefore, only events with finitely many causes can occur. 

Finally, # is the conflict relation, and e # e’ means that not both e and e’, can occur 

in the same system run. We require an event structure to satisfy the principle of conjlict 

heredity, i.e. e # e’<e” implies e # e”. The reason is: if a system run containing 
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e cannot contain e’, and e’ is a necessary precondition for e”, then certainly a system 

run containing e cannot contain e”. 

When depicting event structures (see Fig. I), we ignore the events and simply write 

down their labels, i.e. we are interested only in the isomorphism class of the event 

structure. We depict the immediate predecessor relation by lines, where e < e’ corres- 

ponds to a line going downward from l(e) to /(e’). Furthermore, we depict only the 

conflicts that are not implied by conflict heredity, and we depict them by dotted lines. 

Thus, the system shown in Fig. 1 can perform a followed by h, and in this case neither 

the second a nor c can occur. Or it can perform a followed by c and another 

a independently of these. 

If a system evolves to some state, then this state can be defined by the set of events 

that have occurred. Such a set is called a configuration. A conjiguration C is a finite 

subset of E that is co?$ict$ee, i.e. e, e’EC implies l(e # e’), and left-closed, i.e. 

e< e’EC implies eEC. The set of configurations of 8 is denoted by %‘(a). The initial 
state of an event structure is the empty set. If C, C’E%(&), then the system can evolve 

from state C to C’, denoted C +r? C’, if C G C’; if 8 is understood, we also write 

C+C’. 

If C&Z(d), then we denote by C or by some subset C’c C not only the set itself but 

also the labelled partial order it induces by restricting < and 1 to C or C’. It will 

(hopefully) be clear from the context what is meant. Especially, we will often meet the 

situation that we speak of a label-preserving bijection f defined on some C’. In this 

case, we do not just refer to the set C’, but require that for all eEC’ we have 

l(,f(e))= l(e). Similarly, if we say that the bijection f is a homomorphism, then f is 

label-preserving and respects the partial order, i.e. e<e’ implies f(e) <f (e’) for all 

e, e’E C ‘; if we have, additionally, thatf(e) <,f(e’) implies e < e’ for all e, e’E C’, then we 

call ,f an isomorphism. For a mapping f defined on some C’, we denote by flD the 

restriction off to C’nD. 
If C’G E, we will often be interested in the visible events of C’, i.e. the set 

uis,(C’)= {eEC’ll(e)cCj. For example, if C -+& C’, then the system evolves from state 

C to C’ by performing the actions represented by the events in vis,(C’- C). If p is the 

labelled partial order induced by vis,(C’- C), then we write C s8 C’ or C 3 C’. 

Let C, D be subsets of configurations (possibly of different event structures, and 

usually consisting of visible events only). Then C is called a step if we do not have e <e’ 

for any e, e’EC, i.e. if C is a set of pairwise independent events. We say that C is 

isomorphic to or less sequential than D if there exists a label-preserving bijection 

S: C -+ D such thatfis a homomorphism. In this situation, C and D describe the same 

n a 
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Fig. I. An event structure. 
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action occurrences, and all precedences of C can be found in D, but D may have more 

causal precedences. 

In this paper, we refine actions to finite, conflict-free event structures. Both these 

restrictions are necessary in order to allow a natural description of the refined event 

structure. (For example, in order to allow conflicts in the refining structures, van 

Glabbeek and Goltz [16] define action refinement for flow event structures, which 

are a generalization of event structures.) We will also require that these event 

structures are nonempty. Replacing an action by an empty event structure cannot be 

explained by a change of abstraction level; see the concluding remarks of [14]. Note 

that such a forgetful refinement is different from hiding, where an observable action is 

changed into an internal action. Also, we will not consider any refinement of internal 

actions. 

A rejinement r is a mapping that assigns to each UEC a nonempty, finite, conflict-free 

event structure (E,, ca, 0, l,) (i.e. E, is nonempty and finite). Additionally, we will 

always have r(h)=({hj, 0,0, {(h,h)j); this means that internal actions cannot be 

refined. 

When applying a refinement to an event structure 8, we will replace every eEE, by 

a disjoint copy of r(l(e)), and the elements of this copy will inherit the precedences and 

the conflicts from e. 

Let r be a refinement, d an event structure. Then the @ined event structure r(8) is 

defined by 

-(” 
r(~)= ((e, e’)le~K e’&clc:ce,)}, 

el,e;)<:,(,,(e2,e;)iffel cAe2 or (ei=e, and e’, <r(~n(P,,)e9, 

- (e,,e;)#,(,,(e2,e;)iffel 7Yce2, 
~ Ir(8) (e, e’) = Ir(lA(e)) (e’). 

For a subset c” of E ,.CEj, we will write prl(f) for {eEE, 1 there exists some (e,e’)EC). 

This definition certainly describes the natural way to refine event structures, and it 

is easily checked that the refined event structure r(8) is, indeed, an event structure 

again. This would fail if the event structures r(u) contained conflicts or infinitely many 

elements. Consider an event e preceding an event e’. If we replace e by conflicting 

events, then e’ would be self-conflicting in the resulting structure by conflict heredity; 

this is not what we would expect, and it violates the definition of an event structure. If 

we replace e by infinitely many events, then the resulting structure violates the 

principle of finite cause. 

In this paper, we regard each refinement as a unary operator on event structures. 

With this view, a congruence for action refinement is an equivalence of event 

structures such that, for every refinement, the refinement applied to equivalent event 

structures yields equivalent refined event structures. We do not consider the case of 

applying two different refinements r and r’, where r(u) and r’(u) are equivalent for all 

aEC. 

Finally, let us remark that relabelling and hiding are special cases of refinement. If 

we want to change the observable action a into an internal action, then we define 

a refinement r such that r(a) = r(h) and, for all beC - {a}, r(b) is the one-element event 
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structure whose only event is labelled h. If we want to relabel a into c, then we take the 

same refinement except that r(u) is the one-element event structure whose only event is 

labelled c. 

3. Behaviour and hisimulation 

To describe the behaviour of an event structure and to compare the behaviour of 

event structures, one often proceeds as follows: first we associate with an event 

structure a transition system, an edge-labelled directed graph, which describes how 

states change to other states while showing some action or what is visible of some 

computation consisting of several actions. Then two transition systems exhibit the 

same behaviour in quite a strong sense, if they are bisimilar [25, 281, i.e. there exists 

a relation on the states that relates states only if they can show the same actions or 

visible computations while changing to states that are again related; additionally, the 

initial states have to be related. 

If such a state change always involves at most one visible action, then in this 

approach concurrency of actions is ignored and the concurrent execution of several 

actions is equated with executing these actions in any order, i.e. concurrency is 

equated with arbitrary interleaving and we arrive at interleaving bisimulation in this 

case. Alternatively, a state change can involve a computation consisting of several 

independent (i.e. unordered) actions or a computation as a labelled partial order. In 

the first case, we get step bisimulation, in the second case pomset or partial-word 

bisimulation. 

Pomsets [29] and partial words [20] are mathematically the same, namely, partial 

orders labelled with actions. But traditionally, the word “pomset” indicates that one 

associates causality with the partial order; consequently, (causally) independent ac- 

tions are definitely unordered, and concurrency is totally different from arbitrary 

interleaving. On the other hand, the notion of partial word is associated with a more 

liberal idea of precedence relation, where independent actions might just as well 

precede each other; here concurrency is more than, but at the same time includes, 

arbitrary interleaving. 

Example. Consider the event structures shown in Fig. 2. In the initial state, the 

right-hand-side system can perform b followed by a causally dependent a, whereas the 

left-hand-side system cannot perform this pomset. Thus, the systems will not be 

pomset-bisimilar. With the more liberal idea of precedence, there is no reason why the 

Fig. 2. Partial-word-bisimilar but not pomset-bisimilar. 
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left-hand-side system should not perform b and then a. Thus, the systems can perform 

the same partial words, and they will turn out to be partial-word-bisimilar. 

One major reason to consider concurrency is that a concurrent execution may be 

faster than a sequential execution. Under this aspect, there is no reason to distinguish 

the two systems of Fig. 2: both can perform a and b concurrently; and if, for some 

reason, they perform b first, then they both will perform u later - the only difference 

being that the right-hand-side system has two identical versions of a to choose from, 

and this difference should be of no consequence. Also in a setting with nonatomic 

actions, both systems can start performing a at any moment, no matter whether they 

have already started or even finished b. 

A straightforward definition of partial-word bisimulation would change the defini- 

tion of C 3 R C’such that, for the partial-word case, uis,(C’- C) is either isomorphic 

to or less sequential than p. Instead, we will say that a state change C 3, C’ in the 

system & can be matched by a state change D 5 F D’, where q is isomorphic to or less 

sequential than p; in the example of Fig. 2, performing b followed by a on the 

right-hand side can be matched by performing b and a independently on the left-hand 

side, which is less sequential. This form of definition is more suitable for a uniform 

treatment. Pomset bisimulation has been defined in [7], while for partial-word 

bisimulation the only reference I know of is an unpublished manuscript [l] men- 

tioned by one of the referees. 

For the formal definition, observe the following: this definition includes four similar 

definitions; to stress the similarities, it has been formulated as one definition with 

a parameter c(. Reading this definition requires some care in order to distinguish the 

four cases; but, hopefully, the reader will have no difficulties in understanding the 

definition, especially if he or she spends as much time on it as (s)he would if it were 

approximately four times as long. Also observe, that this definition does not define 

one notion called cc-bisimulation, but four notions called interleaving bisimulation, 

step bisimulation, etc. Similar remarks apply to the parameterized definitions and 

results that will follow. 

Definition 3.1. The event structures 8, 9 are rx-bisimilur with aE{interleaving, step, 

pomset, partial-word} if there exists a relation BG%Y(Q) x V(9), an a-bisimulation, 

such that 

(i) (8, O)E~‘; 

(ii) If (C, D)EB and C s8 C’, where 

~ p consists of at most one element if cc=interleaving, 

- p is a step if a=step, 

then there exist D’E%‘(F) and a labelled partial order q such that 

~ D &D’ and (C’, D’)E.%, 

- q is isomorphic to or less sequential than p if M = partial-word, and p, q are 

isomorphic otherwise; 
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(iii) conversely, if (C, D)E&’ and D 4 c D’, where 

~ q consists of at most one element if Y = interleaving, 
_ q is a step if x=step, 

then there exists C’&?(e’) and a labelled partial order p such that 
- Cr, L C’ and (C’, D’)s.JA, 
_ p is isomorphic to or less sequential than q if ‘T = partial-word and p, q are 

isomorphic otherwise. 

Below, we will use another format for the definition of bisimulation. Roughly, in 

this format it is required that related states have equivalent pasts, in the sense that the 

same actions have been performed to reach them. In order to explain why this 

requirement does not change the equivalences on event structures, let us consider the 

partial-word case, which is probably the most unusual. Consider two partial-word- 

bisimilar event structures B and J and two sequences @ = Co G C, .‘. z C, in %-(a) 

and @=D,ED~ ... GD, in %(.F). Suppose these sequences are matching computa- 

tions: for each i, Ci and Di are related by the bisimulation; from these states, one of the 

systems evolves to the next state and the other system simulates this; thus, the next 

states are related again and, by definition of a partial-word bisimulation, 

tlis,- (Di+ 1 -Di) is isomorphic to or less sequential than ~.is~ (Ci+, -C,), or the other 

way round. Hence, we can find a label-preserving bijection between these sets. Putting 

these bijections together. we find a label-preserving bijection from l&(C,) onto 

risF(Dn), i.e. we find a match between the visible parts of C, and D,. Such a label- 

preserving bijection can always be found for related states, provided we are really 

interested in their relationship. 

To explain what an uninteresting relationship is, consider two event structures that 

can both perform either N or h. A bisimulation might relate the state where the first 

structure has performed u with the state where the second structure has performed h, 

since both states have the same future - namely, no future, so to say. But this is of no 

importance, and eliminating this pair of states from the bisimulation still gives US 

a bisimulation. 

In order to describe the equivalence of the pasts, we will add a third component to 

the elements of a bisimulation, and this component will be a label-preserving bijection 

between the visible parts of the other two components, which are still states of the 

event structures under consideration. 

We choose this format because it fits better for our purposes; when we define the 

ST-variants of the bisimulations, we will have to match certain actions; for this we will 

need a corresponding function as a third component in an element of an ST-bisimula- 

tion. Furthermore, this format allows a uniform treatment of another type of bi- 

simulation, the so-called history-preserving(h) bisimulation. This type of bisimulation 

was introduced in [30] (under the name behaviour structure bisimulation), and 

independently defined in [S, IO]. The name “history-preserving bisimilarity” was 

coined in [ 151, where it is shown that this equivalence is a congruence with respect to 

refinement for event structures without silent moves. In [S], it is shown that for Petri 
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nets history-preserving bisimilarity is a congruence for (a more general sort of) 

refinement under some restrictions, one of which involves silent moves. 

In both, the pomset and the history-preserving case, the bisimilar systems must be 

able to perform the same partial orders; but in the latter case, the new actions must be 

causally related in both systems in the same way to the actions that led to the old state. 

As a consequence, the matching for the visible parts of related states, which we have 

discussed above, is an isomorphism. 

Example. Both event structures shown in Fig. 3 can perform the same pomsets 

initially, and also after performing a or b; thus they are pomset-bisimilar. But if the 

right-hand-side event structure performs the u in the middle, this can be matched only 

by the single a of the left-hand-side event structure; now both can perform b next. But 

in the right-hand-side event structure, this b will necessarily be causally dependent on 

a, whereas the left-hand-side event structure can perform a b that is independent of u. 

The resulting computations are not isomorphic; in other words, the relation of the 

new action b to the history of the computation is different in the two systems. 

Definition 3.2. Let 6, 9 be event structures. Then 8 and 3 are z-bisimilar, denoted 

f”- F, 2 -a’ with ME{i, s, p, pw, h), if there exists an a-hisimulation, i.e. a relation 

J?!c_%‘(B) x ‘k(9) x P(Ec x E,), such that 

(i) (8,0,0W; 
(ii) if (C, D,,f)~.d?, thenf‘is a label-preserving bijection from G,(C) onto k,-(D) 

and if r = h thenf‘is an isomorphism from u&(C) onto uis,-(D); 

(iii) if (C, D,~)E.#’ and C+, C’? such that 

~ ris, (C’ - C) has at most one element if r = i, 

~ vis,(C’-C) is a step if 2=s, 

then there are D’,f’ such that 

- D+,F D’, (C’, D’,~‘)E.# andf’lc=,f, 

~ f’ 1 restricts to a homomorphism from vis,(D’ - D) onto uis,(C’ - C) if 

c( = pw and to an isomorphism if ZE {s, p}; 

(iv) conversely, if (C, D,~)E.&’ and D-t F D’, such that 

~ uis,(D’ -D) has at most one element if r* = i, 
_ uis F (D’ - D) is a step if r = s, 

then there are C’,f’ such that 

~ C+, C’, (C’, D’,~“)E&’ andf’lc=,f; 

- f’ restricts to a homomorphism from uis, (C’ - C) onto ok,- (D’ -D) if cx = pw 

and to an isomorphism if C(E{S, p}. 

Fig. 3. Pomset-bisimilar but not history-preserving-bisimilar, see [S] 



Example. As one example, let us consider pw-bisimilarity for the event structures 

shown in Fig. 4. From the initial state 8, the left-hand-side structure can perform 

a followed by h and, independently of both, c, i.e. C’ in Definition 3.2(iii) is the whole 

event set. Now we must find D’ for the right-hand-side structure and a homomor- 

phism from D’ to C’. Thus, D’ must consist of some a, b and c, and the only possible 

ordering would be between CI and b. Such a D does not exist and, hence, the structures 

are not pw-bisimilar. 

For (iii) (and similarly for (iv)) and the i-case, observe the following. By (ii),fandf’ 

are label-preserving bijections. Since.{’ extends.f; the only element of vis,(C’- C) must 

represent the same action as the only element of vis,,(D’- D). Thus,f’-’ restricts to an 

isomorphism also in the i-case. Since we have not required this explicitly, we can, in 

fact, drop the conditions that d,(C’-C) and cis.(D’-D) have at most one element 

for r = i without changing the definition of an i-bisimulation. If uis,(C’- C) contains 

several elements, then A can perform these actions in some order; .9 can simulate 

these actions one after the other, each time we extend,f; and finally we arrive at some 

suitable D’ and .f”. 

In the following proposition, we compare the first and the second definition, and we 

compare the different versions of bisimulation. 

Proposition 3.3. Lrt R, .F be er>ent structures. 

(i) - 8 z i .9 $f 8 and S aw interleaving-bisimilar, 

e z:, 9 $8 and 3 art> step-hisimilar, 

-6% p .F $f rli and 3 are pomset-hisimilar, 

; 2 pw .P if R und 3 ure partial-word-hisimilar, 

(ii) j 6,9 = A‘=,9 3 8 z,,9 + B z,9 + 6 siJ and none qf these im- 

plicutions cxm he reversed in yentwd, even,for event structures without silent moves. 

Proof. (i) (3) Ifti’ is an cc-bisimulation, ME{i, s, p, pw)-, then we obtain a bisimulation 

d according to Definition 3.1 of the appropriate type by omitting the third compon- 

ent,i.e.‘A=[(C.D)/3,f:(C,D,,f)E.@’]. 

(==) Given an x-bisimulation .# according to Definition 3.1, we define a corres- 

ponding bisimulation .#’ according to Definition 3.2 as d’= {(C, D,,f) 1 (C, D)~ti and 

fis a label-preserving bijection from vis,(C) onto vis,(D)}. Since p and q in Definition 

3.1 are just t’is, (C’- C) and vis.(D’- D), and, furthermore, are isomorphic or such 

Fig. 4. Step-hisimilar but not partial-word-bisimilar 
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a h a b 

I I 
b a 

Fig. 5. Interleaving-bisimilar but not step-bisimilar 

that one is less sequential than the other, we can always extendfto a label-preserving 

bijectionf’ from u&(C’) onto vis,,-(D’). 

(ii) The implications are not only true for the equivalences on event structures, but 

they also hold for the bisimulation itself, i.e. every h-bisimulation is a p-bisimulation, 

etc. In the following, we will not consider part (iv) of Definition 3.2 since it is 

analogous to part (iii). 

If 2 is an h-bisimulation, then in Definition 3.2(iii)fandf’ are isomorphisms andf’ 

extends f; thus, f’-’ restricts to an isomorphism as required for a p-bisimulation. 

Hence, 8 is a p-bisimulation. 

If 2 is a p-bisimulation, then in Definition 3.2(iii)S’- ’ restricts to an isomorphism; 

thus, also to a homomorphism, as required for a pw-bisimulation. Hence, .G% is 

a pw-bisimulation. 

If &? is a pw-bisimulation and uis,(C’- C) in Definition 3.2(iii) is a step, then 

uis c (D’ -D) cannot be strictly less sequential since uis, (C’ - C) has an empty ordering. 

Thus, ,f’-’ restricts, in fact, to an isomorphism, as required for an s-bisimulation. 

Hence, 9 is an s-bisimulation. 

If 8 is an s-bisimulation, and vis,(C’- C) in Definition 3.2(iii) has a single element, 

then ois,(C’-C) is a special step. Hence, 2 is an i-bisimulation. 

The second part follows from the counterexamples shown in Figs. 2-5. 0 

4. Refinement of actions and ST-bisimulation 

In [9, 301, it was argued that partial-order semantics is useful when looking for 

a congruence w.r.t. action refinement, while interleaving semantics does not give 

a congruence. And, indeed, this is true for a linear-time semantics, i.e. if we just look at 

the possible computations of a system but not at the intermediate states. On the one 

hand, the systems shown in Fig. 5 can both perform the sequences ab and ha, while 

refining a to a, a2 allows the sequence al ba2 only in the first case. Thus, an interleaving 

linear-time semantics is not a congruence. On the other hand, we get congruences 

w.r.t. refinement if we base a linear-time semantics on pomsets (as shown in [15, 311) 

or on partial words (as shown in [31]). 

But if we take a closer look at the branching structure, i.e. if we work with 

bisimulations, things are not so easy. None of the above types of bisimulations induce 

a congruence; see the example shown in Fig. 6 [S]. If the right-hand-side system 

performs the right-hand side a, then it decides at the same time against performing b. 
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Fig. 6. History-preserving-bisimilar but, after refining a to a1a2, not even interleaving-bisimilar 

This can be simulated by the left-hand-side system by performing u followed by the 

internal action. If we refine u to the sequence uiu2, then the right-hand-side system 

can start the right-hand side u by performing ui, . now it will never be able to do b. If 

the left-hand-side system performs a,, then it still has this ability after u2. Thus, the 

refined systems are not even interleaving-bisimilar. History-preserving bisimulation 

induces a congruence in the absence of silent moves [S, 151, but this is not true for the 

others; see [ 151. 

Interleaving ST-bisimulation equivalence was introduced in [17] and it was shown 

in [14] to be a congruence w.r.t. refinement for event structures without silent moves. 

The ST-idea consists of a basic idea and a subtlety. The basic idea is the following: if 

actions are not atomic, then a description of a system state should include the 

information as to which actions are active, i.e. which actions have started but have not 

finished yet. For Petri nets, this means that a state description says how the tokens are 

distributed on the places (German: Stellen) and which transitions (Transitionen) are 

active, hence the abbreviation ST. 

Consider again the example of Fig. 3. If the right-hand side u of the second system is 

active, then there is no corresponding state in the first system; if the only a of this 

system is active, then b is possible, while in the second system it is possible only after 

u has finished. 

It might appear that there is the following easy way to distinguish active actions 

from those that have already terminated: we simply split each observable action a into 

a sequence LI,U~. In this splitted system, occurrence of ai indicates that in the original 

system u has started and is active now; occurrence of a, indicates that in the original 

system N has finished. If we compare systems by applying interleaving bisimilarity to 

their splitted systems, then we speak of split bisimilarity. (This equivalence was 

advocated for example in 131.) 

That ST-bisimulation is different from split bisimulation is due to the subtlety 

mentioned above. The difference occurs only in case of autoconcurrency, where 

autoconcurrency means that in some state the system can perform a step consisting of 

two N’S for some observable action u. ST-bisimulation requires: if one system starts an 

action u and the other system simulates this with the start of another action a, then 

these actions are matched and we have to keep track of this match. Now, if the two 

systems are in states where autoconcurrently two u’s are active and one system finishes 

one of these u’s, then in split bisimulation the other system may simulate this by 

finishing any of the two active u’s In ST-bisimulation, the other system can simulate 

this only by finishing the matching active a. To describe this matching in a bisimula- 

tion, we need for each pair of related states a label-preserving bijection between their 
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active actions. This fits very well with Definition 3.2, where we already have label- 

preserving bijections between related states. 

This explains the intensional difference between split and ST-bisimulation. To 

demonstrate the extensional difference, i.e. to find an example where the induced 

equivalences ST-bisimilarity and split bisimilarity differ, is much harder; such an 

example, the so-called owl example, can be found in [ 181. 

In the following, we will show that the ST-idea enables us to lift each of the 

bisimulations defined in Section 3 to a finer one which induces a congruence w.r.t. 

refinement. 

So far, we have used configurations to describe the states of a system. Now we have 

to include which actions are active. Naturally, these active actions correspond to 

visible events, since internal actions cannot be refined and, thus, can be regarded as 

atomic; furthermore, the events corresponding to active actions are maximal, since for 

an unfinished event nothing can have happened afterwards. Following [14], we will 

describe a state by a configuration and the set of finished events (the past). 

Definition 4.1. An ST-configurution of B is a pair (C, P) of subsets of E such that PC_ C, 

C is finite and conflict-free and ~‘EC, with l(e’) = h, or e’< ~EC implies e’EP. Y(8) 

denotes the set of ST-configurations. If d is finite and conflict-free, we call the 

ST-configuration (E,, EA) complete. 

For ST-configurations (C,P) and (C’,P’), we write (C,P) -fb(C’,P’), or simply 

(C, P)+(C’, P’), if C s C’ and P G P’. 

If (C,P)EY(~), then the events in C-P represent the active actions; both C and 

P are configurations. Note that for every refinement I’, the event structure r(h) has 

exactly two ST-configurations; for one, C and P are empty, and for the other, C and 

P both contain the only event. In contrast, an event structure consisting of a single 

visible event has three ST-configurations. 

The following lemma relates the ST-configurations (c, P”) of a refined event struc- 

ture to the ST-configurations (C,P) of the unrefined event structure; compare [14, 

Lemma 41. Basically, in order to construct (c, P), we replace every event e of C by 

a nonempty ST-configuration (C,, P,) of r(I&(e)). A crucial point is that the events in 

P are the finished events; thus, after refinement, they correspond to complete ST- 

configurations. In particular, (C,,P,) is fixed for an internal event e. 

Lemma 4.2. Let & be an event structure and r a refinement. 
_ _ 

(i) (C,P)EY(r(b)) if and only f 

c”={(e,e’)Ie~vis,(C),e’~C,}u{(e,h)Ie~C,l,(e)=h}, 

F={(e,e’)l eGvis,(C), e’EP,)u{(e,h)I eEC, Id(e)=h}, 

where 

- (C, m94p(o, 
- (C,,P,)EY(r(l,(e)))for every eEvis,(C), 
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_ C, # 0 .fiw etlery e 6 tis, (C), 

- &jr ei?erJ’ eE t:is, (C), P, = E r(16(e,) if und only if eEP. 

(ii) Eack (?, P”)E.Y(~(R’)) uniquely determines the ST-confiyurations (C, P) and 

(C,, P,), eevis,(C), uccordiny lo (i). 

(iii) Let (?, P^), (f’, P’)E.Y’(r(J)) determine the ST-conjiyurutions (C, P), (C’, P’)f 

.V(e), (C,, P,)E.Y’(r(l,(e))) jhr e60is6(C), and (Ci, PA)E.Y(r(l,(e))) for etzvisn(C’) ac- 

cording to (i) and (ii). 

Then we halje (?,F) -,,,,(P’,p) $ and only if (C,P) -‘n(C’,P’) and 

(C,, P,) +r(l(r)) (C:,, Pb) jtir all eEkc (C). 

Proof. (i)(*) Let (c, P)E.Y’(~(B)). First, define C=prl(c), then C,= {e’ 1 (e, e’)Ecj 

and P,=je’I(e,e’)~P) for ectG.s,(C); finally, put P=je~k,(C)jP,=E,,,,,,,,}u{e~ 

Cl l,(e)=h). 

It is not hard to see that C&(A) since (?E% (r(8 j). Since C =prl(c), we have C,#$!I 

for all L)E&(C), and one easily checks that (C,, P,)EY(r(/,(e))). From the definition 

of P, we have, for all ~EIYs,~ (C), that P,= E,.(v6,,,,, if and only if eEP. Also the equalities 

for c” and F hold by definition. 

Finally, we have to show that (C,P)EY’(A), and for this it remains to prove that 

P contains all internal and all nonmaximal events of C. On the one hand, P contains 

all internal events by definition. On the other hand, if 11 is visible and d <e~c, then for 

some e’ we have (e,e’)E?; furthermore, for all d’EE,,l,,J,,, we have (d,d’) cIc,,(e,e’), 

hence ((1, d’)~p: thus, P,= E,.(li(dII and dcP. 

(t) Easy, but tedious. 

(ii) Since C, # @ is required for ~EL*I’s,$ (C), it follows that C must be prl (c’). Now the 

uniqueness of P and (C,, P,) follows easily. 

(iii) (+) Follows immediately from the construction in the proof of part (i). 

(e) Immediate from the equalities for c” and p in (i). 0 

Now we will define interleaving, partial-word, pomset and history-preserving 

ST-bisimulation. (Since interleaving ST-bisimilar event structures are also step-bi- 

similar, we will not deal with step ST-bisimulation here.) 

Definition 4.3. Let 8. 9 be event structures. Then G’ and 3 are a-ST-hisimilar, with 

SIE {interleaving, pomset, partial-word, history-preserving), denoted by 8 z iST 9, 

8% r,sr .F, 8 z pwST .ii; and A z hST. F, if there exists an r-ST-hisivnulation, i.e. a relation 

.JRs.Y(&) x Y(3) x ,/P(E, x E,), such that 

(i) ((0,0), (0.0),0)~.& 
(ii) if ((C. P), (D, Q), ~)E.,A, then ,f is a label-preserving bijection from ok,(C) onto 

z:is, (D) such that,f‘(ri.s, (P)) = lGs+ (Q) and if x= h thenJ’: L:is6(C)+ci.sF(D) is an isomor- 

phism; 

(iii) if ((C, P). (D, Q),,~‘)E.# and (C, P) +i (C’. P’), then there are (D’,Q’) andf” such 

that 

(D,Q)-/(D’,Q’). ((C’,P’), (D’.Q’),f’k9 andf’lc=.f: 
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- f’- i restricts to a homomorphism from uis9(D’-Q) onto t&(C’-P) if 

M = pw and to an isomorphism if a = p; and 

(iv) vice versa. 

Comparing this definition and Definition 3.2, one can see how each of the four types 

of bisimulation has been transformed in the same way to a corresponding ST- 

bisimulation. (Recall the remark after Definition 3.2 concerning the interleaving case.) 

Most important in ST-bisimulations is the following. If ST-configurations (C, P) and 

(D, Q) are related, then the active events are matched byfsincef(uis, (C)) = uis,*(D) and 

f(uis8(P)) = uiSF(Q); this matching remains fixed if (C, P) evolves to (C’, P’) and (D, Q) 

to (D’, Q’) since f’ extends 1: 

We have the following consequence. Suppose 8 is in a state where two u-actions are 

active, i.e. C-P contains two a-labelled events e and e’, and 8 finishes one of them, say 

e. Then C’ = C and P’ = Pu{e}. Now 9 must finish the related a-actionf(e) (and not 

the other one!) in order to get into a bisimilar state again, since we must havef’=f and 

uis~(Q’)=f(uis,(P’))=f(uis,(P))u{f(e)}=uis,(Q)u{f(e)}. 

Proposition 4.4. (i) For C(E (i, p, pw, h} z EST is an equivalence. 

(ii) Let 8, 9 be event structures, a~fi, p, pw, h}. Then 8 zanST 9 implies & za 8. 

Proof. (i) Standard. 

(ii) Configurations CE%‘(~) do not have any active events; thus, they can be 

identified with ST-configurations (C, C). Now the result follows easily. 0 

Now we will show the congruence results we aimed for. 

Theorem 4.5. Let &, 9 be event structures, r a rejinement and aE{i, pw, p, h}. Then 

6 zxaST 9 implies r(8) z olST r(9). 

Proof. Let 9? c Y(E&) x Y(E,) x P(EA x E,) be an a-ST-bisimulation between 8’ and 

9. We will construct an cr-ST-bisimulation & between r(&) and r(9) using Lemma 

4.2. Given some ((C, P), (D, Q),~)E.@, Lemma 4.2 tells us how to refine (C, P) to an 

ST-configuration (c, P”) of r(b);frelates C and D, and using this relation we can refine 

(D, Q) in the same way as (C, P); at the same time, we can translatefin the obvious way 

to the refined situation. 

Define the relation # to consist of all 

such that there exist ((C,P), (D,Q),f)~92 and for each ecuisd(C) some (C,, P,)E 

Y(r(l,(e))), with: 

~ for all eEu&(C), C,#0, 

~ for all ew&(C), P,= ErtlAte,) if and only if esP, 

- c”={(e,e’)le~uis,(C),e’cC,}u{(e,h)lefzC,I,(e)=h}, 



~ P’={(e,e’)~e~L~is~(C),e’~P‘,}u~(e,h)~e~C,/,(e)=h}, 
~ D = ((f(4, e’) I e~oi.s,(C),e'~C,)u{(d,h)Id~D,I,(d)=a}, 

Q=~(f(e),e')Ie~~~is,(C),e'~P,)u~(d,h)~d~D,I,-(d)=h), 

~ ,T is the restriction to L+s,(~,(c?) f o a mapping taking (e, ~!)EC to (f‘(e),e’) for 

rEvis,( 

Observe that (e, e’)~e might be internal, even if e is visible. Therefore, we have to 

define ,T as an appropriate restriction in order to satisfy the definition of an r- 

ST-bisimulation. 

We have to show that .$ is an cc-ST-bisimulation. 

(i) ((8,8), (8,8), @)~,??i since ((8,8), (8,8), @)E,#. 
(ii) For every ((C, P), (D, Q),,~)G:#’ and every appropriate family (C,, P,), Elvis,, 

(c,P’) and (D,Q’) are ST-configurations by Lemma 4.2 and the fact that 

f’: cis, (C) -+ visi(D) is a label-preserving bijection with ,f(tlis6(P))=r~is,(Q). (The 

latter fact ensures that for all d~k+(D), Pd=E,crF,d,j if and only if ~EQ.) By con- 

struction, ,T is a label-preserving bijection from vi.s,,,,(~) onto ~is,.,~,(D), with 

,f’(~~is,(,,(P))=tlis,(.,(Q). 

In the case x = h, we have, for (d, d’), (e, ~‘)Ec~s,.(~)(~): 

(d, u”) Cr(i, (e, e’) 

o d,eEcis,(C) and 

(d -cd e or d=e and d’ <rtlJ,rjJe’) 

o d, e~vi.s,(C) and 

(f’(d) < if(e) or.f(e) =f(d) and d’ <r(ly(.r(r))) e’) 

(since ,f‘is an isomorphism) 

0 (.f‘(& d’) crcrj U’(e), e’) 

- ,lf(d,d’) <,tF,.7(e,e’). 

Thus,,f”is an isomorphism in this case. 

(iii) Assume now that, furthermore, (?, F)+rcil (c”‘, p), i.e. (C?. p’)~Y(r(&)), 

SG~‘, and FEP’. 

Take (C’, P’)E,Y(&) and (CA, Pi,), rEvis,( according to Lemma 4.2. This lemma 

gives (C,, Pr)+rc~ce,, (Ci, P:,) for egr:is,5 (C) and (C, P) -F& (C’, P’); therefore ~ since 3’ is 

an x-ST-bisimulation ~ there exist, by definition, D’, Q’, f’ with the appropriate 

properties. Let 

3 = ( (,f’ (e), e’) / e’EC:,,eEUisA(C’)JuI(d,h)/dED’,I+(d)=hi, 

0’ = { (.f’ (e), e’) I e’EP6,c~Ez;isi(C’))uj(d,h)Id~D’,[r(d)=~)- 

and let .f map each visible (e, e’)E?’ to (,1”(e), e’)~fi. 

Claim 1. ((c”,P), (D’, @),.P)E~. 
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This is immediate from the construction of .%; especially, we have (df, @)~.Y(r(9)), 

as observed above. 

Claim 2. f 1~‘ =J 

For (e,e’)Ez;is,(c), we have 

p (e, e’) = (.f’(e), e’) (by construction) 

= (f(e), e’) (since7 Jc =f) 

=.f(e, e’) (by construction). 

Claim 3. (6, 0) + (I?‘, 0’). 

Let (d,e’)~D”. If d~uis.~(D), we find eEcis,(C), with f(e)=d and ~‘EC,. Since 

(C, P) +B (C’, P’), we have eer&(C’) and since (C,, P,) --) (Ci, PA), we have e’EC’I,. 

Thus, (d, e~)=(S(e),e~)=(f’(e),ef)~~~. If /,(d)=X, we get dED’, since 

(D, Q) --f F (D’, Q’) by choice of (D’, Q’). Thus, (d, e’)=(d, h)~fi’. Analogously, we have 

Q”E& 

Case u=pw and ~=p. 

First observe thatf”‘I~=yand~(vis,(,,(~))=vis,(,,(~); hence,7 maps uis,,,,(c’-P”) 

onto u~s,,.~) (0”’ - c). If Ed P then P, = E,(IA (p,j; hence, all elements (e, e’) of c” are in l? 

Therefore, (e, e’)EGs,(A ,(c - p) implies ee2:is, (C’ -P). 
The rest of the proof is similar to the above proof of part(ii), case CY = h. 

(iv) is analogous to (iii). 0 

The definition of ST-bisimilarity given above was very suitable for proving our 

congruence result. It relied on ST-configurations, which might appear as somewhat 

unusual. We will now show that we can give an alternative definition based on the 

usual configurations, but taking special care of maximal elements. The condition on 

maximal elements is rather technical and less intuitive than the ST-idea; nevertheless, 

I hope that this characterization will give some more insight into the ST-idea. We will 

restrict ourselves to interleaving and history-preserving ST-bisimulations; similar 

results seem to be possible for partial-word and pomset ST-bisimulation, but only if 

some additional requirements are included, which would make these results uncom- 

fortably complicated. 

To understand the following theorem, observe that a visible event of some config- 

uration C might be maximal in z.?s, (C) without being maximal in C. The reason would 

be that this event is succeeded by some internal event. The active events of an 

ST-configuration (C, P) are some of the visible maximal elements of C. The following 

theorem roughly says that it is enough to consider only those states where all the 

visible maximal events are active. 
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Theorem 4.6. Event structures 6, 9 are u-ST-bisimilar for sl =i, h if and only if there 

exists a relation 6~%(6) x V(F) x Y(E, x E,) such that 

(i 1 (8,8, @E% 
(ii) if (C, D,J‘)E.JR thenf is a label-preserving bijection from vis,(C) onto vis,-(D) and 

.for c( = h an isomorphism; 

(iii) if‘(C, D,J’)E.JA and C+, C’ then there are D’, f’ such that 

(a) D-t F D’, (C’, D’,,f’)~3? andf”Ic=j; 

(b) ifeEvis,(C’) is maximal in C’ thenf’(e) is maximal in D’ or eeC andf(e) is 
not maximal in D; and 

(iv) vice versa 

We can additionally restrict C’ in (iii) to the case that vis,(C’-Cc) has ut most one 

element, and D’ in (iv) to the case that vis.(D’- D) has at most one element. 

Proof. The proof is based on the idea that we consider only those ST-configurations 

(C, P) where C - P consists of all visible maximal elements of C. The truth is a bit more 

complicated for the following reason. Consider two event structures, one consisting of 

a single a-labelled event e, the other of an a-labelled event e’ followed by an internal 

event e”. These structures are interleaving ST-bisimilar. Both can start the a and get 

into related states where e and e’ are active. Always in such a situation, both structures 

can finish the active events and get into related states: since this is always the case, we 

can ignore the resulting situation where maximal events are not active. But the second 

structure can also finish e’ and perform e”. Now the first structure is forced to simulate 

this by finishing e; it reaches a state where e is maximal, but not active, and we cannot 

ignore this situation. Here, e is matched to e’, which is not maximal; situations like this 

make the additional clause in (iii)(b) necessary. 

Given a relation .JR as in the theorem, we can construct an a-ST-bisimulation 

@zY(B)x 9’(F)xY(E, x EP) by ((C, P), (D,Q),f)cd’ if and only if (C,D,f)e.-IR 

andf(vis,(P))=vis,(Q). 

Definitions 4.3(i), (ii) are obvious by the construction of 9’. Hence, assume ((C, P), 

(D, Q),.f)eR and (C, P)-+8 (C’, P’). Thus, C +A C’, and, by (iii) above, we can find D’ 

and f’; we define Q’=J’(vis6(P’))u{d~D’I lF(d)=k}. 

The elements of D’-Q’ are visible; hence, D’-Q’=f’(C’-P’). If eEC’- P’ then 

eEvisA(C’) and e is maximal in C’. Since e$P’, we have e#P; hence, eeC implies 

f(e)ED-Q, i.e..f(e) is maximal in D. Therefore, we conclude from (iii) above thatf’(e) 

is maximal in D’. Thus, D’- Q’ consists of elements which are maximal in D’. Now it is 

easy to see that (D’, Q’)~9(9) and the remaining properties are immediate. 

Conversely, assume that an a-ST-bisimulation 9’ is given. We define 

.&‘~k?(~)x~(~)x9(E, xE,) by: 

(C, D,f)~2’ if and only if for some Q we have ((C, P), (D, Q),J‘)e&?‘, where P is 

defined by C-P= {eEvis,(C) 1 e is maximal in C andf(e) maximal in D}. 

Conditions (i) and (ii) above are again obvious by the construction of 2. Hence, 

assume (C, D,.~)E.%’ and C+, C’. We have ((C, P), (D, Q),f)~a’ for some P and Q such 
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that C-P = {eeuis,(C) / e is maximal in C andf(e) maximal in D}. We define P’ by the 

equality C’-F’={e~uis,(C’)Ie is maximal in C’, and if eeC then ecC-P}. 

Obviously, (C’, P’)E.Y’(&) and (C, P) -+& (C’, P’); hence by Definition 4.3(iii) we can 

find some D’, Q’, f’ such that (II, Q) ---f F (D’, Q’), ((C’, P’), (D’, Q’),f’)& and S’ Ic =f: 

If ~EC’-P’, then e is visible and maximal in C’, furthermore J”(e)cD’-Q’ is 

maximal in D’. On the other hand, if esvisc(C’) is maximal in C’ andf’(e) is maximal 

in D’, then eEC implies that e is maximal in C and f(e) is maximal in D; hence, 

eEC-P. Thus, we have Cl-P’= (egvis,(C’) 1 e is maximal in C’ andf’(e’) is maximal 

in D’}. Hence, (C’, D’,f“)eg. 

We directly have D+ p D’ andf’Ic=f: If some Elvis, is maximal in C’, butf’(e) 

is not maximal in D’, then, by the above, e$ C” - P’. Thus, by choice of C’ - P’, we must 

have eEC and esP. Since e is certainly maximal in C, we conclude that ,f(e) is not 

maximal in D. 
(iv) is checked analogously. 

The additional restriction can be dealt with as usual: If Cd, C’, we can find 

Co=C,Cr,C,,...,C,,=C’such that C’_r+A Ci and Ci - Ci _ 1 has at most one visible 

element; i = 1,. . , n. Then we find corresponding Do = D, D I,. . , D,, and f0 =jfi,. . ,.f, 

and can define D’=D,,f’=fH satisfying (a) and (b) of the theorem. q 

The characterization of Theorem 4.6 for history-preserving ST-bisimilarity shows 

that this equivalence coincides with maximality-preserving bisimilarity, which was 

defined and shown to be a congruence for action refinement of Petri nets [l 11. The 

characterization for interleaving ST-bisimilarity can be used to show that for systems 

without concurrency, i.e. where any two events are either causally related or are in 

conflict, this equivalence coincides with delay bisimilarity; in delay bisimilarity, one 

must not simulate an observable event e by an equally labelled event followed by some 

internal events; this corresponds to (b) above: eEC’- C is maximal; thus,f(e) must be 

maximal, i.e. must not be followed by internal events. Delay bisimulation was first 

defined in [24], the name was invented in [ 131. Even stricter requirements for internal 

moves are enforced in branching bisimulation, which is shown to be a congruence 

w.r.t. refinement for systems without concurrency (but with silent moves) [13]. 

Furthermore, we can deduce two interesting corollaries from Theorem 4.6: inter- 

leaving ST-bisimilarity is finer than step bisimilarity and, for systems without silent 

moves, history-preserving ST-bisimilarity coincides with history-preserving bi- 

similarity. 

Corollary 4.7. If event structures Q, 9 are interleaving ST-bisimilar, then we have 
6 %,4. 

Proof. Take a relation A? as in Theorem 4.6 for r = i. This is a step bisimulation for the 

following reason. If (c,D,f)~%!, C hE C’ and uis,(C’-Cc) is a step, let C” be the 

minimal left-closed subset of C’ containing Cuvis,(C’-C). Then we have 

c’+J C”--rc C’ and can find D”,.f” and D’,,f’, by Theorem 4.6(iii). The elements of 

uis6(C”-C) are maximal in C”; hence, their images are maximal in D”, i.e. 



L’I’S~ (D” -D) is a step. Nowf“ =,f” is an isomorphism from uis4 (C’- C) = uisn (C” - C) 

onto vis.(D’-D)=ois.(D”-D). 0 

Corollary 4.8. For event structures 6, 5 without silent moves, we have 8 z ,, P if and 

only if 8 zhhST.Y. 

Proof. (a) If we have (C, D,,f)E&’ for some h-bisimulation .@ then u&(C) = C, andf; 

being an isomorphism, always maps maximal elements of C to maximal elements of D. 

Hence, the additional property (b) in Theorem 4.6(iii), (iv) holds automatically and 

.%’ is a relation as in Theorem 4.6 for c( = h. 

(-) By Proposition 4.4. 0 

We conclude this section by showing how the various bisimulation equivalences we 

have discussed so far are related. 

Theorem 4.9. Let z O, z i he two equivalences dejned ahooe. Then Q ~~9 implies 

6 z ;, 9 jbr all event structures 4, 3 if and only if there is a directed path,from /3 to y in 

Fig. 7. This also holds if only ecent structures without silent moves are considered, except 

that zh equuls zhhST in this case. 

Proof. The horizontal implications follow directly from the definitions as in Proposi- 

tion 3.3, the vertical implications follow from Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 4.7. 

Figure 6 gives an example of history-preserving-bisimilar systems that are not inter- 

leaving ST-bisimilar since, after refining a to a, uz, they are not interleaving-bisimilar. 

Figure 3 gives an example of pomset-bisimilar systems without silent moves that are 

not interleaving ST-bisimilar. (Consider refining II to a,a,; now the second system can 

perform a, such that h is not immediately possible.) Figure 2 gives an example of 

partial-word ST-bisimilar systems without silent moves that are not pomset-bisimilar. 

Hence, in view of Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 4.8, the rest of the proof is provided 

by the counterexamples shown in Figs. 8 and 9. (For Fig. 8, consider the first system as 

a partial order that can be performed by this system; this or a less sequential partial 

order cannot be performed by the second system. In Fig. 9, only the second system can 

perform a sequence of two a’s such that the next action, b, is necessarily dependent on 

the first a.) 7 

iST pwST PST hST 

A777 
rt-.A.C---.-. 

i s P W P h 

Fig. 7. Relations between the equivalences 
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b d b-__-b--_-&_-d 

Fig. 8. Interleaving ST-bisimilar, but not partial-word-bisimilar. 

a 

Fig. 9. Pomset ST-bisimilar, but not history-preserving-bisimilar 

5. Coarsest-congruence results 

In Section 4, we have shown how we can uniformly construct from various notions 

of a-bisimilarity corresponding notions of cx-ST-bisimilarity such that 
_ a-ST-bisimilarity is a congruence w.r.t. action refinement, and 
_ cc-ST-bisimilarity refines r-bisimilarity. 

In this section we will show that for rs{i, p, h} we have not only succeeded in 

constructing just any congruence, but that r-ST-bisimilarity is the coarsest equiva- 

lence with the above properties, at least under some local finiteness condition on the 

event structures. Together with Rob van Glabbeek, I have observed this for interleav- 

ing ST-bisimilarity for finite event structures without silent moves; see [14, concluding 

remarks]. Here we will show this for interleaving, pomset and history-preserving 

ST-bisimilarity, and we will consider event structures with silent moves, as long as 

they are image-finite; see e.g. [21]. 

Definition 5.1. An event structure 8 is image-$nite if, for all UEC and CE%(&), there 

are only finitely many DE+?(&) such that C +A II and vis, (D - C) is either empty or it 

consists of one a-labelled element. 

It is very plausible to assume that for any given state a system has only finitely many 

states it can evolve into by one event. This assumption gives image-finiteness for 

systems without silent moves; for systems with silent moves, the assumption implies 

that image-finiteness can only be violated if divergence is possible; but divergence, i.e. 

an infinite internal evolution, is in general considered to be undesirable. Hence, 

image-finiteness seems to be a rather plausible restriction for systems we are really 

interested in. Note that it allows for one CE%(&) infinitely many D&‘(b) such that 

C+, D and t~i.s,(D- C) has at most one element, as long as these elements have 

different labels. 
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Fig. 11. 

Let (C, P)~9(8), HEN. Using Lemma 4.2, we want to define C”CE,,,~~, such that 

active events of (C, P) with the same label can be distinguished after refinement. This 

can be done only if there are at most II of them. If this is the case, we assign injectively 

to each of them a number between 1 and n; if e has number j, then C, = P, = (0, j); see 

Fig. 11. If we have more than n active events of (C,P) with the same label, then we 

distinguish n of them; for the others, we choose C,=P,= (0). 

- For each ~E.Z such that there are at least n a-labelled elements in C-P, let 

in,: { 1, . . ..n] + {e~c- P( I,(e)=aj be an injection. Define Cin,(i)=Pin,(i)= {O,i} for 

i= l,... ,n, and C,=P,={O} for eEC-P-in,((l,...,n}), with IA(e)=a. 

~ For each UEZ such that there are less than n a-labelled elements in C-P, let 

in,:{eEC-PII,(e)=a} -+{I,...,nj b e an injection, and put C, = P, = (0, in,(e)} for 

ecC’-P, with l,(e)=a. 

- For eEP, let C, = P, = EI(IA (ejl. 

Put c”= UesC {e} x C,. By Lemma 4.2, ~&‘(r,,(&)). 

Define a mapping con,, : Y(6) -+ P(%‘(~,,(c?))) that assigns to each (C, P) the set of all 

configurations c” that can be constructed from (C.P) as above. Analogously, define 

con, : 9(P) + P(%T(r,(F))). 

Using the mapping con,,, we define a relation .3,,~.Y(b) x Y’(9) x Y(E, x E,,) by 

(see Fig. 11): 

((C, P), (D, Q),f)~w,, if and only if 

there exist C”Econ,(C, P), 6~con,(D, Q) and f”such that 

(c, fi,fi~3?,, and f: visa(C) + uis.,(D) satisfiesr(e, i)=(f (e), i) for all (e, i)Euism(B,(C). 

The relations 9n are not cr-ST-bisimulations but we will construct an n-ST- 

bisimulation W from them, namely, 

8 = {((C, P), (D, Q),f) 1 there are infinitely many n with ((C, P), (D, Q), f )EBn}. 



We have ((8,8), (8,8),@)~9? since (&&@)E@~ for all n~kJ. 

If ((CP), (D, Q),f)~9 and for some n~k! (c,fi,f) is the corresponding element of 

B,,, then the partial order induced by {(e, i)~cJ i =O) is isomorphic to t&(C) via 

(e,O) + e. Hence, from the corresponding properties for j; we conclude that f is 

a label-preserving bijection from uis,(C) onto uis.,-(D), and that fis an isomorphism 

if CI= h. We have eEz&(P) if and only if (e, ~~)Eu~s,,~(~)(C) if and only if i(e, co)= 

(f(e), ~)EUI’S,~(,_) (0”) if and only if f(e)Enisq (Q). Hence f(vis, (P)) = uis,* (Q). 

Therefore, in order to prove that &’ is an cx-ST-bisimulation, we have to prove that 

Definition 4.3(iii) holds. (Definition (4.3)(iv)) is analogous then.) 

Hence, assume ((C, P), (D, Q),f)~w, and (C, P)da (C’,P’), where in the case c( = i we 

can restrict ourselves to the case that uis, ((C’ - C)u(P’ - P)) has at most one element. 

Consider n> IGs,(C’-P)I such that some (C”,fi,f)~B~ corresponds to ((C,P), 

(D, Q),f) according to the definition of 9,. 

For each UEC, we have used an injection in, to construct c~con,(C,P). We can 

extend this to an injection in,: {egC’-PI &(e)=aj -+ { l,...,n) and restrict it again to 

jeEC’-P’ 1 l,(e)=a}. F rom this function (or rather: family of functions), we can 

construct C”‘~con,(C’, P’), such that &r,(dj c”. Now we can find (C’,E’,_?)EGY~ 

according to Definition 3.2(iii). 

Let us first consider the case a=i. If uisc(P’-P) has one element e, we have 

obtained c”’ by adding (e, co) and II - 1 other elements (e, i) to c (and possibly some 

invisible elements); see Fig. 11. 

Since f; maps t’is,,, C&J (c:‘- c’) to vis,,(* ,(o”‘- o”), we have some (e’, co) and IZ - 1 

other visible elements in o”-fi; these must all have the same first component, since 

(e’, cO)ED”’ implies (e’, i)ED”’ for i=O, . . ..n. and in fact e’=f(e). Therefore, 

ti~con,,(D’, Q’) for some (D’, Q’), with (D, Q)-P (D’, Q’); for all (e, i)Euis,,cn,(C”f), we 

havef”‘(e, i)=(f(e), i); therefore, ((C’, P’), (D’, Q’),f‘)~g~. 

If uis,(C’- C) has one element e, we have obtained c”! by adding (e, 0) and some (e,j) 

to C? (and possibly some invisible elements). Thus, we have vis,- (9 -d)= ((e’,O), 

($i)}. If e’Z e”, then we have (e”,O), (e”,k)E6 for some k#j. This would imply that 

,.,,,J ) L?“, with uisr,cF ) (~“-~‘)=~(e”,i)Ji~{l,...,n}u{~~}, i#j, i#k}; but c”‘has 

still the form shown in Fig. 11, i.e. for every (eo, co) not in c’ there is at most one 

rnE{l,..., n}, with (eo, m) in cl; hence, it is impossible to find c”‘! with eJ-+r,(A, c” such 

that the labels of the elements of ~is,,(~)(c”“-- ?‘) form exactly the set 

{(r,(e”), i) 1 ig{ l,..., n>u{ co}, i#j, if k). This would be a contradiction to .@,, being an 

i-bisimulation; hence, we conclude that e”= e’. Thus, we can extendftof’ byf’ (e) = e’; 

now we can find (D’,Q’) such that (D, Q)-.F (D’, Q’), D”EcoI@‘, Q’) and 

f’: uis,(C’) -+ vis,(D’), such that, for all (e, i)~uis,,~~,(c’), we have 7 (e, i) = (f’(e), i). 

Thus, ((C’,P’), (~‘,Q’),S’WL andf’Ic=J 
If uis,((C’- C)u(P’- P)) = 8, we can find (D’, Q’) and f' with these properties easily. 

Now we consider the cases where r~{p, h}. The mapping? restricts to an isomor- 

phism u~‘s~~(~) (e’ - c”) + uis,,(,+ ,(I?‘-6). Consider, for some eEuisR (C’-P), the ele- 

ments (e, i) of e’- c, with i~(0,. . . , n}u{ co> and the immediate predecessor relation. 

With this relation, these elements form a connected graph; thus, they are mapped to 
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an isomorphic graph in u~‘s~,(~ ) (D”’ -D”), i.e. we find some e’ with7 (e, i) = (e’, i) for all i. 

If (e,O)$C”‘--c, then (e, int(,,(e))$C”‘-C”, too; hence, we find e’=f(e). Otherwise, we 

can extend f to f’ by putting f’(e) = e’. 

Thus, we see that fi’~con,(D’, Q’) for some (D’, Q’)~p(p)), with (D, Q)-s (D’, Q’). 

We have f’ : uisb(C’)+visY(D’), with f’lc=f, and, for all (e, i)Euis,,(6j(~‘), 

p(e, i)=(f’(e), i). Hence, ((C’, P’), (D’, Q’),~)E%. Furthermore, since the elements 

(e, i), (e’,j), with efe’, inherit their ordering from e, e’, we conclude that f’ is an 

isomorphism from uis,(C’-P) onto uis,-(D’-Q) since7 is an isomorphism. 

For all cases of a, we have just seen that, for infinitely many n, we have found D,, Q,,, 

.A, such that (RQ)-.F ULQ,), ((C’, P’),(D,,Q,),f,)E~~,f,IC=fand, if U=P, thenf, is 
an isomorphism from u&(C’--P) onto uis9 (Dn-Q). (Thus, .%?” satisfies the desired 

properties for the element ((C, P), (D, Q),f) of W and the ST-configuration (C’, I”) we 

have chosen; but &?‘, might violate the desired properties for other choices.) 

By Proposition 5.2, infinitely many of the (Dn, Q,,) coincide with one (D’, Q’). Since 

there are only finitely many mappings from u&(C’) to uisg(D’), for infinitely many 

n with (D,, Q,,)=(D), Q’) the mapping fn coincides with one f’. We conclude that 

((C’,P’), (D’, Q’),f’)~g and that %? is indeed an a-ST-bisimulation. This proves 

Theorem 5.3. 

Theorem 5.3. Image-finite event structures &, 9 are interleauinglpomsetlhistory- 
preserving ST-bisimilar if r(&) and r(P) are interleavinglpomsetlhistory-preserving 
bisimilar for all refinements r. 

Corollary 5.4. For image-jnite event structures, interleaving/pomset/history-preserving 

ST-bisimilarity is the coarsest congruence for action refinement that respects interleav- 
inglpomsetlhistory-preserving bisimilarity. 

6. Discussion 

In this paper, we have considered some combinations of bisimulation and partial 

order semantics, and we have used the ST-idea to lift each of them to a congruence for 

action refinement. Such congruence results are, to some degree, arbitrary, but we have 

justified the ST-idea further by providing three coarsest congruence results. 

Considering interleaving ST-bisimulation, it may seem that partial-order semantics 

is not necessary in order to deal with action refinement; in fact, in [14], it is claimed 

that the corresponding ST-traces form a purely interleaving semantics which gives 

a congruence for refinement. Unfortunately, the difference between interleaving and 

partial orders is not very clear: on the one hand, sequences are special partial orders 

where the ordering is total; on the other hand, it is not difficult to encode partial 

orders sequentially; compare, for example, the causal tree approach in [9]. Especially 

for ST-bisimulation, I find it difficult to argue; but, on the linear-time level, I claim 

that ST-traces deserve to be called a partial-order semantics. They are just sequential 

representations of special partial orders, namely, of the interval orders used 



in [31]; and interval orders are “true” partial orders since they are a richer class of 

partial orders than the class of sequences or step sequences; see [32] for detailed 

explanations. 

For simplicity, we have obtained our results using event structures as system 

models; one can expect that all the results also hold for more general models like flow 

event structures and Petri nets (at least for Petri nets without self-concurrency; see 

[S]). For history-preserving ST-bisimilarity, this has independently been shown in 

[ 1 l] already, where for Petri nets it is proven that maximality-preserving bisimulation 

induces a congruence w.r.t. refinement; our characterization of history-preserving 

ST-bisimilarity in Theorem 4.6 shows that this equivalence agrees with maximality- 

preserving bisimilarity. As a reaction to the results given in the present paper, 

Raymond Devillers has provided the generalization to Petri nets also for interleaving 

ST-bisimilarity (including the coarsest-congruence results); see [12]. 

The last-mentioned paper also takes a more general view at the notion of congru- 

ence. We have considered refinement as a family of unary operations; instead, one 

could also view refinement as one operation with infinitely many operands - one 

operand is the system we want to refine, the other operands are the systems r(u), UEC. 

With this view, we would expect from a congruence the following: if r(a) and r’(a) are 

equivalent for all UEC, then for all systems B’ we should have that r(8) is equivalent to 

r’(8). Unfortunately, those event structures that may serve as r(a) form only a special 

class of event structures; the situation for Petri nets is similar. In [12], a generalized 

congruence result is obtained for the class of nets that are used to refine other nets. 

(Translated to event structures, for such a result we have to distinguish the initial state 

from states consisting of internal events only and we have to take special care of 

complete configurations.) Very recently, a solution to the problem of the two system 

classes has been proposed, and a generalized congruence result has been obtained for 

a semantics of failure type in [22]. 

In [12], it is also shown that simple splitting is enough to show the coarsest- 

congruence result for history-preserving ST-bisimilarity; thus, in this case a restriction 

to image-finite systems is not necessary. The coarsest-congruence result of [12] for 

interleaving ST-bisimilarity is based on refining with structures that contain conflicts; 

this makes it much easier to distinguish autoconcurrent actions. As explained in 

Section 5, we have managed to distinguish them “by parallel actions”, but not 

for the case of partial-word ST-bisimilarity. A coarsest-congruence result for 

this case should be easy to obtain, if refining systems with conflicts are used. It is 

somewhat intriguing whether such a result is also possible in our restricted setting; if 

not, this could mean: one can work with a simpler equivalence like split partial-word 

bisimilarity and still get a congruence for refinement, provided one only wants to 

refine an action to one run consisting of several subactions, which might also be 

concurrent. Another result for a restricted form of refinement has recently been 

obtained in a process algebra setting in [19]: interleaving ST-bisimilarity is the 

coarsest congruence for arbitrary splitting, i.e. for refinements where each r(a) is 

a sequence. 
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Another recent result for refinement in process algebras can be found in [4]: for 

a rather rich finite process algebra, interleaving ST-bisimulation is a congruence for 

action refinement. This result is especially interesting, since action refinement in this 

paper differs essentially from our action refinement. When we refine concurrent 

events, the inserted event structures inherit conflicts and causal relationships and, 

thus, each event in one of them is concurrent with each event in the other; in 

particular, we do not have any form of synchronization between the two structures. In 

[4], a natural definition of action refinement for CCS has the effect that such 

a synchronization is possible. So far, realistic examples or case studies for the 

application for action refinement are missing - which is a severe shortcoming. Thus, 

only the future can show which form of action refinement is really useful; the result of 

[4] is promising in so far as it shows the robustness of the ST-idea not only w.r.t. 

changes in the type of basic bisimulation but also w.r.t. changes in the specific form of 

action refinement. 
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